
 

 

SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1693 

Saturday 14th July 2018 

Hares: TOOTSIE, GOOGLE ASS, LIZARD EATING CUNT & 

ASSERIX 

phuket-hhh.com 

 
 

 
The GM got our full on French group of Hares in at Froggie’s Place for their free beers on this 
BASTILLE DAY…and all of them waiting for the Sunday World Cup final..we won’t hear the last of 
it..but I will not mention it next week..fuck em! 
 

  
 
Hash Horn…for some unknown reason Fungus was the Hash Horn again this week..I told you..do a good 
job and you get it again..so what did the twat do today…another good job..it’s your own fault if you get it 
again! Well done..I heard you on the walk ( never saw you but then we never do!) 
 
RETURNERS in…Billy No Mates and Houston Basher amongst the nine happy returners…welcome 
back! 
 
VIRGINS in…Four young lads , of which one was a Thai..Fungus did his stuff but SADG couldn’t help 
himself by joining in with over the top watering! 
 
VISITING HASHERS in…Blue Harlot got Willy Wanker in from HK Hash along with God Driver 
( who looked as she had taken a real good dive on this Run, as her leg was all plastered up)..sorry, 
welcome both! 
 



  
 
NEW SHOES…Two young Thai ladies and Seaman, all wearing new shoes..so take a couple of beers 
and drink from your shoes…Our GM just loves this bit, big smiles on his face as he pours beer after 
beer into brand new shoes! 
 

  
 
RUN OFFENSES..Fungus calls in the big young Virgin lad..he kept running, falls over gets up, keeps 
running and falls a second time so Fungus says..get up keep running you young tart. So he did, run, 
walk, run, walk..if I can do it at 69..you can do it at 17! 
 
NICE ONE LUCKY LEK..Lucky Lek calls all the Thais in the circle..and tells us  that  Thai people 
around the country thank all the overseas cave drivers that helped the Wild Boar football team to get 
out of the cave..the whole world watched and hoped along with the Thai nation…a great ending for 
everyone! 
 
Fugus calls in the Thai couple, who are visitors to ask them to demonstrate how they were more 
interested in using their camera rather than running..well everyone to their own, as long as they enjoyed 
themselves…but put that bloody camera down now I’m taking notes! Jungle Balls calls for Amenhotops, 
JB caught him up at the top of the hill and he was bent over, panting like a pig..come on, how old are 
you ..41….41, you should be running like a horse not panting like a pig! Clitmus Pussy gets in everyone 
who drove here in a car..now what would you say if, just as you are turning to get in here a bike comes 
up on your inside..well that is what happened to me…on the ice Fungus..you complete tosser! Manneken 
Pis comes in and says..that’s nothing..Two Lips in..When I was driving in and just passing Two Lips’s 



car the twat opened his door, let his dog out and I nearly ran over him! 
STEWARD..no show up BLAST OFF..so our Steward chaser, Blue Harlot had to step in with no notice 
again!..Let’s get in all the Aussies…I should have known better than to ask an Aussie to be the 
Steward..that twat hasn’t turned up..you just can’t trust a fucking Aussie! Blue Harlot tells us that when 
he lived in the UK he had one neighbor who was a gynecologist and on the other side lived a 
genealogist..do you know the difference?...One looks up your family tree, whilst the other looks up the 
family bush!..talking of ologists…come in Man…Man had to go for her annual gynecologist examination. 
During the exam his phone rings… just as he has his finger in her hole..yes we can,.. go Straight ahead go 
round the roundabout ( all the time jestering with his finger in her pussy)  turn left over a little bridge 
and we are on the left..BH says sorry about that..Man says that’s ok…can you go back to the first 
roundabout please! JC and Paper in now..JC tells Paper he was going on a fishing charter( ie heavy 
drinking) and Paper asks him to pick up her fertility exam results from the doctors on his way out..the 
doc says…she has an inadequate passage, and if she has a baby it would be a miracle..but ten beers later 
he gets back home and Paper says did you get my results, what did the doctor say..( JC well pissed tries 
to remember exactly) says… YOU HAVE A HADDOCK IN YOUR PASSAGE AND IF YOU HAVE A 
BABY IT WILL BE A MACKEREL!..Great job , at last minute BH, Thanks! 
 

  
 
RUN SHIRTS..Amenhotops gets his 25 Run Shirt, Super Woman gets her 25 Run Shirt and 
Mummyken Pis gets her 50 Run Shirt..well done all of you! 
 
DEPARTERS FROM THE WORLD CUP..just all the English and the Belgium in..sorry you lot, says 
the GM..France is going to win the cup! 
 
HARES in..Now as it’s Bastille Day..our Belgium Run Master is looking to give Hash Shit out..it’s just 
who is going to be? MP gives about 6 or 7 reasons why any of this crew should get Hash Shit..it’s now 
down to Tootsie or Lizard Eating Cunt..sorry but by a clear vote it’s L E C..Hash Shit! 

 
 

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER ( SCRIBE) 
EDITED FOR THE LAST TIME WITH A MASSIVE FUCKING SMILE BY THE REPRESSED 

ONE 



JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR FUN AND FELLOWSHIP 


